Restricting access via elevators to specific floors can be simplified by using wireless technology that seamlessly integrates into existing access control systems.

The ECK400 wireless elevator kit is ideal for retrofit applications, it eliminates the need to run traveling cables inside the elevator shaft. The reader is connected to the WRI400 on top of the cab. The WRI400 communicates over 900 MHz to the PIM400 on top of the shaft. The PIM400 is wired back to the ACP for real time monitoring.

**Featured products**

1. aptIQ™ MTMSK15 multi-technology reader
2. Schlage ECK400 wireless elevator kit which contains:
   a. Schlage WRI400 wireless reader interface (not shown)
   b. Schlage PIM400-TD2 panel interface module* (not shown)
   c. ANT400-REM-I/O remote antenna (not shown)

*See AD Series access control alliances info for specific integration details.

**Ideal for**

- Research facilities
- Commercial offices
- Financial institutions
- Technology companies
- Law firms